Evaluative conditioning (EC) is a change in liking of neutral conditioned stimuli (CS) following pairings with positive or negative stimuli (unconditioned stimulus, US). A dissociation has been reported between US expectancy and CS evaluation in extinction learning: When CSs are presented alone subsequent to CS-US pairings, participants cease to expect USs but continue to exhibit EC effects. This dissociation is typically interpreted as demonstration that EC is resistant to extinction, and consequently, that EC is driven by a distinct learning process. We tested whether expectancy-liking dissociations are instead caused by different judgment strategies afforded by the dependent measures: CS evaluations are by default integrative judgments-summaries of large portions of the learning history-whereas US expectancy reflects momentary judgments that focus on recent events. In a counterconditioning and two extinction experiments, we eliminated the expectancy-liking dissociation by inducing nondefault momentary evaluative judgments, and demonstrated a reversed dissociation when we additionally induced nondefault integrative expectancy judgments. Our findings corroborated a priori predictions derived from the formal memory model MINERVA 2. Hence, dissociations between US expectancy and CS evaluation are consistent with a single-process learning model; they reflect different summaries of the learning history.
, have become popular among EC theorists.
Recent research has, however, cast doubt on whether these critical findings hold, and if they do, whether a dual-process account is in fact necessary to explain them. Overall, the evidence for EC without CS-US contingency awareness is weak, with unintentional (incidental) EC perhaps best supported by the data (Corneille & Stahl, 2018; Heycke, Aust, & Stahl, 2017; Heycke, Gehrmann, & Stahl, 2018; Stahl, Haaf, & Corneille, 2016; Sweldens et al., 2014) . The present study investigates a recent singleprocess account of why EC appears to be resistant to extinction (Lipp, Mallan, Libera, & Tan, 2010; Lipp, Oughton, & LeLievre, 2003; Lipp & Purkis, 2006) . We briefly review the central findings obtained with extinction procedures in EC research and then suggest a parsimonious single-process model for these findings. Next, we present three experiments that tested the model predictions in a counterconditioning and an extinction procedure.
Resistance to Extinction
Until recently, the majority of EC studies supported the interpretation that EC is resistant to extinction (e.g., Baeyens et al., 1988 Baeyens et al., , 2005 Hermans et al., 2002) . For example, Hermans et al. (2002) report a dissociation between CS evaluation and US expectancy in two experiments. The authors used a common extinction procedure, in which CSs were paired with USs in an acquisition phase and presented alone in a subsequent extinction phase. To assess the effect of the extinction procedure on EC, they compared CS evaluations obtained after acquisition with those obtained after extinction. Hermans et al. (2002) found that EC was unaffected by the extinction phase, whereas US expectancy was extinguished.
The resistance of CS evaluation to extinction stands in contrast to the rapid extinction of conditioned responses observed in Pavlovian conditioning (Lovibond, 2004) and human associative learning more generally (Mitchell et al., 2009) . Dissociations between US expectancy and CS evaluation, as those reported by Hermans et al. (2002) , pointedly illustrate this contrast and are central to the debate between single-and dual-process learning theorists (e.g., Baeyens, Vansteenwegen, & Hermans, 2009 ). The latter suggests that, unlike US expectancy, CS evaluation is driven by a distinct learning process that presumably reflects temporospatial co-occurrences between CSs and USs (CS-US contiguity) but not the predictive value of a CS (statistical CS-US contingencies; e.g., Sweldens et al., 2014) . Hence, the dual-process account posits that a change in the predictive value of a CS, for example attributable to extinction learning, affects US expectancy but not CS evaluation.
In 2010, a meta-analysis by Hofmann et al. (2010) rekindled this debate: their results indicated that EC is not, strictly speaking, resistant to extinction. They found a substantial reduction of EC in studies that assessed the EC effect both after acquisition and then again after extinction. CS-alone trials reduced the EC effect by 37% (i.e., from d ϭ 0.85 to d ϭ 0.53). This finding is difficult to reconcile with conventional dual-process theories of EC and, thus, motivated new research on the topic. Gawronski, Gast, and De Houwer (2014) , for example, suspected that extinction of EC may be dependent on characteristics of the study procedure and tested their hypothesis experimentally. They found no extinction when they compared the EC effect between different groups of participants who evaluated CSs only once, either after the acquisition or after the extinction procedure. EC was (partly) extinguished only when participants evaluated CSs twice-after the acquisition and after the extinction phase. Extinction was, however, only observed in explicit evaluative ratings but not in affective priming. Based on their results, Gawronski et al. (2014) argued that these changes in CS evaluation do not reflect genuine changes in liking. Instead, they argued that specific judgment-related nuisance processes (e.g., attributable to repeated CS evaluation) may be responsible for the artifactual extinction of EC in explicit evaluative ratings; the true underlying evaluative representation was assumed to be unaffected by the extinction procedure, as supported by the presumably less obtrusive evaluative priming measure. Gawronski et al. (2014) argued that their finding resolves the contradiction between the extinction effect found by Hofmann et al. (2010) and the resistance to extinction predicted by dual-process theories. They concluded that any theoretical account has to explain how EC is largely resistant to extinction.
Extinction learning is a prominent example of such an expectancy-liking dissociation. A similar dissociation has been reported in counterconditioning procedures, in which CSs are associated with USs of opposing valence in two subsequent parts of the learning procedure (Lipp et al., 2010; Lipp & Purkis, 2006) : At the end of this two-part learning procedure, participants exhibited no EC effects, although they continued to expect CSs and USs to co-occur according to the regularity learned in the more recent second part. This dissociative pattern is the opposite of the one observed in extinction procedures, at the end of which participants (continue to) exhibit EC effects but no longer expect the CS to co-occur with USs. Dual-process theories explain this dissociation just as they explain the dissociation in extinction procedures: The associative learning process assumedly is driven by CS-US contiguity and, thus, the predictive value of CSs is irrelevant to their evaluation (Sweldens et al., 2014) . Hence, no EC is to be expected because CSs are paired with positive as often as with negative USs.
The Temporal Integration Hypothesis
Single-process theories cannot explain resistance to extinction, and particularly the dissociation between US expectancy and CS evaluation, by referring to distinctive properties of separate learning systems. Additional assumptions are necessary. Lipp et al. (2010) discussed a set of auxiliary assumptions for the singleprocess account, which we will refer to as the temporal integration hypothesis, to account for the expectancy-liking dissociation (also see Lipp et al., 2003) . They argue that US expectancy and CS evaluations reflect different summaries of the same underlying representation. The assumption is that memory stores a unitary representation of the CS-US pairing, and that the learning history is conserved and organized along a temporal dimension or by contextual properties. Moreover, it is assumed that memory for CS-US pairings can be flexibly used to meet the (assumed) task demands. Lipp et al. (2010) argue that, by default, CSs are evaluated under consideration of the entire learning history-participants make integrative evaluative judgments. In contrast, predictions or judgments of US expectancy are made by default in reference to recent events-participants make momentary expectancy judgments. These opposite default judgment strategies are assumed to be afforded by the tasks. Thus, Lipp et al. (2010) proposed that the expectancy-liking dissociation is not indicative of two independent learning systems; instead, they propose that the dissociation is caused by different default judgment strategies underlying US expectancy versus CS evaluation responses.
The temporal integration hypothesis is inspired by a very similar idea proposed in the field of causal learning. Collins and Shanks (2002) found a dissociation between causal strength judgments and outcome prediction. Participants viewed a series of trials showing imaginary laboratory records that documented butterfly species' reactions to radiation exposure. Radiation caused genetic mutations in half of the butterflies and prevented mutations in the others. Akin to a counterconditioning procedure, these contingencies reversed in the middle of the experiment. Thus, across all trials there was no causal relationship between radiation and mutation for any butterfly species. Similar to US expectancy ratings in EC experiments, intermittent predictions about the occurrence of genetic mutations closely mirrored the changes in contingencies: Participants correctly predicted that radiation would first cause but later prevent mutations, or vice versa. But end-of-study causal strength ratings dissociated from participants' last predictions: In causal strength ratings participants favored neither cause nor prevention. Collins and Shanks (2002) further found that this dissociation was affected by the frequency of these ratings. When participants repeatedly rated causal strength throughout the learning procedure, their end-of-study ratings corresponded to their intermittent predictions.
To explain their findings, Collins and Shanks (2002) argued that participants can flexibly adopt different judgment strategies. For frequent judgments, a momentary strategy is adopted in which ratings reflect only the most recent information (i.e., that has been acquired since the last judgment). In contrast, when judgments are made only at the end of a series of events, an integrative strategy is adopted, in which ratings incorporate information from the entire event series. Rather than being dichotomous, these strategies can be thought of as smaller or larger averaging windows used to aggregate information across time. Matute, Vegas, and De Marez (2002) explored factors that cause participants to adopt a momentary or integrative judgment strategy. They found that questions targeting the predictive value of a stimulus induced momentary judgments, whereas questions about contiguity and causality induced integrative judgments. Moreover, they were able to manipulate the adopted judgment strategy via postexperimental instructions. In short, this research implies that participants flexibly use the learned information to meet the (assumed) demands of the task set by the experimenter.
Building on the research by Collins and Shanks (2002) , Lipp and Purkis (2006) found that dissociations between US expectancy and CS evaluations are similarly affected by the frequency of evaluative ratings. In a counterconditioning and an extinction procedure, participants provided pleasantness ratings either twice (i.e., after each of the two learning phases) or only once at the end. When only one final rating was collected, participants' ratings reflected averages across the entire learning procedure: In the counterconditioning procedure, participants exhibited no EC effect; whereas in the extinction procedure, they exhibited a robust EC effect. In contrast, when participants provided multiple ratings, their CS evaluations reflected only the most recent CS-US contingencies, and the expectancy-liking dissociation was eliminated: In the counterconditioning procedure, participants reported causal relationships between CSs and USs in accord with the contingencies inherent in the respective part of the procedure, and they exhibited EC effects corresponding to these causal judgments. In the extinction procedure, participants reported no causal relationship after the extinction phase, and, correspondingly, they now also failed to exhibited an EC effect. In other words, the final expectations no longer dissociated from end-of-study evaluationsthe EC effect was successfully extinguished. Notably, the extinguished EC effect reappeared when participants were asked to evaluate the CSs again in a different context and response format at the end of the study. Lipp et al. (2010) argued that their findings can be explained by the temporal integration hypothesis. They proposed that, when asked repeatedly throughout the learning procedure, participants made momentary judgments that reflected recent trends in CS-US contingencies (i.e., showed EC in counterconditioning but not after extinction). On the other hand, postexperimental pleasantness ratings in a different context and response format were by default integrative judgments that reflected the entire learning history (i.e., showed no EC in counterconditioning but did show EC after extinction).
The temporal integration hypothesis may reconcile expectancyliking dissociations with single-process theories of EC, but the proposed auxiliary assumptions need to be tested rigorously. Previous research leaves room for alternative explanations of the extinction of EC, and it has not tested the effects of judgment strategies of US expectancy and CS evaluation concurrently. Here we address those shortcomings. We tested two predictions from the hypothesis' core assumptions more stringently and without allowing for alternative accounts in terms of demand effects induced by multiple pleasantness judgments (as proposed, e.g., by Gawronski et al., 2014) . Remember that Lipp and Purkis (2006) elicited nondefault momentary CS pleasantness judgments by collecting ratings intermittently during the learning procedure. As argued by Gawronski et al., multiple intermittent CS evaluations could alter the evaluative learning process or bias response behavior by inducing demand characteristics and thereby artificially create momentary judgments. The present studies avoided this potential confound by collecting CS evaluations (as well as, in Experiment 3, expectancy judgments) only after the learning phase and thereby eliminate alternative explanations in terms of demand characteristics.
If previous findings are indeed caused by judgment strategies, then (a) it should be possible to manipulate these strategies for US expectancy and CS evaluation after the learning procedure and without intermittent CS pleasantness judgments. Moreover, if the default judgment strategies for CS pleasantness (Lipp & Purkis, 2006) and US expectancy (Collins & Shanks, 2002; Matute et al., 2002) are malleable, (b) the expectancy-liking dissociation in extinction learning should be reversible if one could elicit the opposite nondefault judgment strategies. A concurrent cross-over manipulation of judgment strategies for both US expectancy and CS pleasantness would predict a double-dissociation pattern. Combined in a single experiment, this constitutes a rigorous test of the temporal integration hypothesis. Confirmation of these doubledissociation predictions, while eliminating alternative accounts, This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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would provide stronger support for the temporal integration hypothesis that goes well beyond that provided by previous studies.
MINERVA 2: A Candidate Single-Process Model
The temporal integration hypothesis does not specify how the learning history is conserved, how temporal organization is achieved, or how the information is summarized to perform judgment tasks. Mitchell et al. (2009) postulated that human associative learning is based on memory for past events. They further suggested that MINERVA 2 (Hintzman, 1984 (Hintzman, , 1986 (Hintzman, , 1988 , a simple but popular model of episodic memory, may be the simplest model consistent with a memory system supporting their propositional single-process view of human associative learning (p. 187, Mitchell et al., 2009; see also De Houwer, 1998; Klauer, 2009) . In an attempt to fill in the blanks of the temporal integration hypothesis, we followed the suggestion by Mitchell et al. (2009) and adopted the memory architecture formalized in MINERVA 2. We explore the theoretical position that US expectancy and CS evaluation are memory-based judgments that rely on a unitary representation of CS-US pairing episodes. Using a formalized model enables us to make more specific predictions than current process theories of EC.
MINERVA 2 assumes that each CS-US pairing is stored as a trace in a unitary memory system. Episodes are encoded in a feature-based manner. Each memory trace consists of a series of slots, each of which indicates whether a feature is present (or absent) in a given episode. In the present application, subsets of these feature slots are dedicated to CS, US, and context features. When memory is probed (i.e., when a judgment is made), the stimulus and context features of the probe are simultaneously compared with all traces in memory. Each memory trace is activated according to its similarity to the memory probe. The recalled memory content is computed as a weighted average of all memory traces, where similar and strongly activated traces receive a larger weight than dissimilar and weakly activated traces. Hence, the recalled information is a mixture of all memory traces-rather than reflecting one specific past episode.
In line with current theorizing in memory research (e.g., M. W. Howard & Kahana, 2002; Zacks, Speer, Swallow, Braver, & Reynolds, 2007) , we assume that the unitary memory system holds information about the (temporal) context of all stored episodes. MINERVA 2 is not equipped with a dedicated mechanism to impose a temporal structure on the stored episodes but such an organization can be achieved by assuming that a changing context is encoded in each episode. This conceptualization is consistent with mechanisms proposed in perceptual and memory research, where it is suggested that the continuous flow of information is automatically segmented and structured into discrete events (Zacks et al., 2007) . Matute, Lipp, Vadillo, and Humphreys (2011) have similarly invoked the concept of temporal contexts in research on associative learning. They found that participants spontaneously (i.e., without instructions) structure learning procedures by creating temporal contexts. Participants then used these contexts to retrieve associative information to guide their behavior and inform their prediction of future events. Thus, we assumed that the temporal organization of the learning history is retained via (perceived or internally generated) contexts that structure the incoming information into meaningful events. These assumptions allowed us to derive specific predictions for the learning procedures implemented in the present studies.
The Present Study
The overarching goal of this research was to test whether a single-process learning account can explain the expectancy-liking dissociation in EC. Building on the work by Collins and Shanks (2002) as well as Lipp and Purkis (2006) , we tested the temporal integration hypothesis (Lipp et al., 2003 (Lipp et al., , 2010 , which posits that US expectancy and CS pleasantness judgments are different summaries of a common underlying representation of CS-US pairings. We attempted to modify the default momentary and integrative judgment strategies for US expectancy and CS pleasantness judgments after completion of the learning procedure and without intermittent judgments. Moreover, we aimed at reversing the expectancy-liking dissociation in extinction learning by inducing nondefault integrative US expectancy and momentary CS pleasantness judgments.
We conducted one counterconditioning and two extinction experiments (see Table 1 for an overview)
1 . For the counterconditioning procedure in Experiment 1, CS-US pairings were presented in two contexts: CSs were paired with positive USs in the first, and with negative USs in the second context, or vice versa. During the learning procedure, participants provided intermittent US expectancy ratings. After learning, participants judged CS pleasantness either without reference to learning contexts (to elicit default integrative judgments) or for a specific context (to elicit momentary judgments). Experiment 2 used an extinction procedure and presented half of the CSs together with USs in the first but alone in the second context. To hold the number of USs constant across contexts, the other half of the CSs was presented alone in the first but with USs in the second context, thereby implementing a concurrent acquisition procedure. Experiment 3 replicated and extended Experiment 2: Participants provided no intermittent judgments but rated US expectancy only after completion of the learning procedure, either for both learning contexts together (to elicit integrative judgments) or for a specific context (to elicit default momentary judgments).
Experiment 1
In parallel with Collins and Shanks (2002) and Lipp and Purkis (2006) , we first tested the temporal integration hypothesis and our memory-based judgment simulation of EC with the expectancy-liking dissociation in a counterconditioning procedure. If the assumptions of temporal integration hypothesis hold, single-process theories of EC can account for this dissociation by assuming that end-of-study CS evaluations are integrative judgments, and accordingly, no EC effect is to be expected because the effects of positive and negative CS-US pairings cancel each other out.
We first designed a simulation of a simplified counterconditioning procedure to generate more specific predictions using MINERVA 2 (for details see Appendix A). One CS was first paired with a positive and then with a negative US, conversely, a second CS was first paired with a negative and then with a positive US; a third CS was paired with a neutral US. Moreover, we simulated context changes in between the first and second phase of the learning procedure as well as prior to end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings. Thus, we assumed participants would experience the end-of-study rating procedure as different from the learning procedure. To predict US expectancy and CS pleasantness ratings, we reasoned that the CS in question and the current context act as cues to recall previous pairings with USs. If the recalled memory content was positive we predicted an expectation of a positive USs and a positive CS evaluation. We, thus, predicted US expectancy and CS pleasantness ratings based on the same information.
Our simulation predicted a pattern of results consistent with the temporal integration hypothesis ( Figure 1A ). During the learning procedure, the valence of the recalled memory content closely followed the CS-US contingencies. The recalled memory contents acquired the USs' valence but due to the context change the CS-US pairings in the counterconditioning phase quickly reversed the contents' valence. Thus, for the last trial the simulation predicted expectation of the US that had been paired with a given CS in the second context.
More importantly, the same pattern was predicted for end-ofstudy pleasantness judgments when the learning contexts were reinstated. For example, when a CS that had first been paired with a positive and then with a negative US was presented in the first context, the valence of the retrieved memory contents was positive. However, when the same CS was presented in the second context, the recalled information was negative. The reinstated context features promoted the activation of memory traces of episodes from the respective context. This contextualized retrieval of CS-US pairings assumedly underlies momentary judgments of US expectancy and CS pleasantness. For the new context-when no learning context was reinstated-our simulation predicted that episodes from both contexts contributed equally to the retrieved memory contents. Positive and negative CS-US pairings effectively cancelled each other out. Thus, the simulation predicted no EC effect in default integrative end-of-study pleasantness ratings.
To conclude, in line with the temporal integration hypothesis, the simulation of the counterconditioning procedure predicted momentary judgments in intermittent US expectancy ratings and both momentary and integrative judgments in end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings, depending on context cues. Hence, our singleprocess memory model simulation produced an expectancy-liking dissociation, which has been taken as evidence for dual-process theories of EC: Marked US expectancies in the last trial but no EC effect in end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings for the new context. It, nonetheless, predicted EC effects in momentary end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings when learning contexts are reinstated. Therefore, no expectancy-liking dissociation is expected when comparing momentary US expectancy to momentary CS pleasantness ratings.
We designed an experiment to test these predictions. We conducted a counterconditioning experiment with intermittent US expectancy and end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings in different contexts. We showed participants a stream of pictures in which CSs were first paired with positive and later with negative USs, or vice versa. In contrast to Lipp and Purkis (2006) we asked participants to evaluate CSs only after completion of (rather than repeatedly during) the learning procedure. This procedural change ruled out that intermittent CS pleasantness judgments affected the evaluative learning process and artificially induced subsequent momentary judgments (e.g., via conversational logic demands). Participants provided end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings without reference to learning contexts (to elicit default integrative judgments) and for each of the learning contexts (to elicit nondefault momentary judgments). We expected (a) to observe the predicted expectancy-liking dissociation between intermittent US expectancy ratings in the last trial on the one hand and integrative end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings on the other hand, but (b) to eliminate the expectancy-liking dissociation by demonstrating EC effects that mirror US expectancy ratings in momentary endof-study CS pleasantness ratings. 
Note. Calligraphic font denotes context features; mapping of features to context was counterbalanced in all experiments. In Experiments 1 and 2, participants provided end-of-study ratings for every context (within-subject manipulation) but for only one randomly selected context in Experiment 3 (between-subject manipulation). CS ϭ Conditioned stimulus; US ϭ Unconditioned stimulus.
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Method
We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions (if any), all manipulations, and all measures in the study. The simulation code, experimental software 2 and materials, data, and analysis scripts 3 are available at https://osf.io/vnmby/. Participants. We recruited 40 participants from our lab participant database via e-mail for this experiment. Eligible volunteers were 18 -60 years old, fluent in German and (according to our database) had not participated in any studies on evaluative conditioning for at least one year. Participants who aborted the experiment were not included in the analyses. The sample size was determined informally based on previous experience with EC experiments. The data of three participants were lost due to a technical error leaving the data of 37 participants for analysis. Participants' mean age was 23.69 years (SD ϭ 6.50), 26 were female, 11 studied psychology or media psychology, all participants declared intact color vision, and 9 reported to have had prior knowledge about the CS pictures. We compensated participants with 8€ or course credit.
Apparatus and material.
We conducted the experiment in five dimly lit and sound-attenuated booths and presented all stimuli on a 17" CRT-monitor.
Because a seemingly random stimulus sequence, a large proportion of filler stimuli, and a low proportion of valent stimuli, have been reported to be conducive to (associative) EC (Jones, Fazio, & Olson, 2009) , our learning procedure consisted of a mixture of critical CS-US pairings and irrelevant filler trials. Critical CS-US pairs consisted of 12 neutral cartoon characters taken from Stahl and Heycke (2016) as CSs and 12 positive or 12 negative low-arousal IAPS pictures as USs Table C1 ). All positive USs were pictures of 2 We created all experiments in OpenSesame (Mathôt, Schreij, & Theeuwes, 2012) . 3 We used R (Version 3.4.3; R Core Team, 2017) and the R-packages afex (Version 0.18.0; Singmann, Bolker, Westfall, & Aust, 2017) , BayesFactor (Version 0.9.12.4; Morey & Rouder, 2015) , lsmeans (Version 2.27.61; Lenth, 2016) , and papaja (Version 0.1.0.9655; Aust & Barth, 2017) for all analyses and reporting. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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AUST, HAAF, AND STAHL animals; all negative USs were pictures of humans. We introduced the confound between US valence and category because we wanted to rule out that intermittent US expectancy judgments affected the evaluative learning process-the confound enabled us to assess US expectancy without referring to US valence. The filler trials consisted of six neutral CS-US pairs, three CS-CS pairs, three individual CSs, three US-US pairs, as well as three individual USs of intermixed valence, and six blank screens. For filler CSs, we used additional cartoon characters (Stahl & Heycke, 2016) and for filler USs, we used IAPS pictures from two additional US categories. All neutral USs depicted household items, and the intermixed USs depicted natural scenes (see Table  C1 ). The filler stimuli were included to make contingency learning more demanding, and to obscure the confound between US valence and categories and thereby to further mitigate possible effects of intermittent ratings on evaluative learning.
US expectancy has previously been assessed with predictive ratings (e.g., of the extent to which participants expected a US following the presentation of a CS, p. 224 Hermans et al., 2002 ; also see Vansteenwegen et al., 2006) or causal questions ("To which extent (0 -100%) does [the CS] cause the [US] to appear?", Lipp et al., 2010; Lipp & Purkis, 2006 ; also see Collins & Shanks, 2002) . In the context of contingency learning, Matute et al. (2002) found that predictive and causal questions elicit comparable integrative judgments but that predictive questions more effectively elicit momentary judgments. Hence, we employed a predictive question: "Next time this creature is presented, what type of picture will it be shown with?" Participants provided probability estimates for animal, human, and object on an 11-point scale ranging from 0% to 100%.
We collected CS pleasantness ratings on an 19-point scale ranging form very unpleasant to very pleasant. To assess memory for CS-US pairs, we separately tested recognition memory for US category and US identity for each CS. For US category recognition, we presented individual CSs and participants selected a US category in an 3-alternative forced-choice (3-AFC) task (e.g., "animal," "human," or "object"). For US identity recognition, participants selected one US out of all USs from the correct US category in an 12-AFC. We also performed a funnel debriefing to assess the extent to which participants were aware of the purpose of the study and the hypotheses. The debriefing served to inform the design of future incidental-learning studies; they are irrelevant to the present hypotheses.
Procedure and design. After obtaining informed consent, participants filled in demographic information about gender, age, handedness, field of study, and visual impairments. We then instructed participants that we would present a stream of pictures in 2 ϫ 3 blocks and asked them to attend the stream carefully, to detect regularities, and to memorize repeating pairs of pictures (for similar instructions see, e.g., Kattner & Green, 2015; Moran & Bar-Anan, 2013; Richter & Gast, 2017; Zanon, De Houwer, & Gast, 2012) . We warned that, during the course of the study, we would test whether they had continuously attended the stream. To distract from the contingency between CS and US valence, we pretended that we were interested in participants' vigilance while they monitored images from surveillance cameras.
The conditioning procedure consisted of two phases (Table 1 ). In the initial acquisition phase, we paired 6 critical CSs with positive and the remaining 6 critical CSs with negative USs. In the subsequent counterconditioning phase, critical CSs were paired with USs of the opposite valence. CSs were randomly assigned to one of the two US valence orders. Filler CSs that were paired with neutral USs in the first phase were paired with new neutral USs in the second phase.
We created different contexts for the first and second phase to standardize participants' temporal organization of the learning history (Matute et al., 2011) and facilitate later reference to each phase in targeted questions about particular portions of the learning procedure. The context features-background color and CS position-were randomly assigned to the first or second phase for each participant. The background color of the screen was either yellow or blue; CSs were presented either on the left or right side of the screen, with USs on the opposite side.
Both phases consisted of three subblocks, interrupted by selfpaced breaks. In each of the subblocks, we presented all critical and filler trials three times. The stimulus sequence entailed no immediate stimulus repetitions but was otherwise random. In each trial, CSs were presented alone for 500 ms and then jointly with USs for another 1000 ms. Each CS was paired with only one US to facilitate accurate memory for pairings. For CS-CS or US-US pairs, one stimulus was randomly chosen to act as CSs; the second stimulus acted as US. There was no delay between trials (Jones et al., 2009 ). The conditioning procedure consisted of 648 trials (216 with critical CSs), and lasted approximately 20 min.
During the learning procedure, we intermittently presented CSs and asked participants to report their current US expectancy: "With what probability would you expect a photograph of a human [animal/object] with this creature?" In each subblock, we randomly selected six of the 18 CS-US pairs (including neutral pairs). Participants made US expectancy judgments on a random trial following the third and final presentation of the selected CS-US pair in each subblock. (i.e., ratings in the first subblock reflected participants' expectations after three CS-US pairings, ratings in the second subblock reflected participants' expectations after six, etc.). In the subblocks of the subsequent counterconditioning phase, we used the same CS-US pair selection as in the acquisition phase. For example, if we selected a CS-US pair for US expectancy ratings in the first subblock of the acquisition phase, we selected the same pair in the first subblock of the counterconditioning phase. Thus, participants reported their US expectancy twice for every CS-US pair, and three subblocks elapsed before the second rating. Each participant provided 36 US expectancy ratings, yielding 3 ratings per experimental condition.
Following the learning procedure, participants provided pleasantness ratings for each CS. Akin to the postexperimental rating condition by Lipp and Purkis (2006) , we collected a first rating in a new context. In this new context, we presented CSs in the center of the screen on a black background and asked "How pleasant or unpleasant do you find this creature [currently] ?" That is, there was no reference to learning contexts. We then collected CS pleasantness ratings for the context of the second and then of the first phase. We reinstated the respective context features (background color and CS position) and asked participants "How pleasant did you find this creature during the second [first] half?" Each participant provided 54 pleasantness ratings (including CSs from neutral CS-US pairs), yielding 3 ratings per experimental condition. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Next, we assessed participants' memory for CS-US pairs. We tested pairing memory for the second and then for the first phase. The order served to minimize memory interference and because pairing memory for the counterconditioning phase was of particular interest. After every response, we immediately tested participants' US identity recognition for the same CS-US pair. We probed memory for CS-US pairs in a new random order for each participant and context. Each participant provided 36 US category and US identity recognition responses (including neutral CS-US pairs), yielding 6 responses per experimental condition.
Finally, we administered the funnel debriefing, and participants rated the pleasantness of each US category (human, animal, and object) from memory (i.e., the USs were not presented again) and indicated whether they had previously been familiar with the cartoon characters. On average, participants took 56.53 min (SD ϭ 18.02) to complete the study.
Because of an error in the randomization procedure, we used the same assignment of CSs to US valence orders for all participants, with two consequences. First, the CSs assigned to the US valence orders systematically differed in pleasantness: CSs that were first paired with negative and later with positive USs were more pleasant a priori (M ϭ 5.52, SD ϭ 0.92) than CSs first paired with positive and later with negative USs (M ϭ 4.38, SD ϭ 1.00). This confound is unlikely to endanger our conclusions because it works against our predictions of an EC effect in the acquisition context and the absence of an EC effect in the new context. Our remaining predictions largely concern changes in CS pleasantness across contexts within each set of CS-US pairs, for which the confound is irrelevant. Second, CSs were paired with a random US in the acquisition phase, but in the counterconditioning phase some specific CS-US pairs were more likely than others. Mean US pleasantness and arousal were however comparable across conditions and closely matched the means of all USs of the corresponding category (Table C2 ). In sum, the error in the randomization procedure is vexing and subpar but unlikely to affect our results or conclusions.
Data analysis. For all analyses, we averaged participants' responses across items. We combined US expectancy ratings for each of the three US categories into a single measure of expectancy of the correct US by subtracting the ratings for incorrect categories from those for the correct category. For example, for CSs paired with pictures of objects, we calculated a US expectancy score x expectancy ϭ x object Ϫ ( x human ϩ x animal ) for every participant in every cell of the experimental design.
We performed ANOVAs and base our inference on p values and 95% confidence intervals as well as Bayes factors. For the frequentist analyses we always report Greenhouse-Geisser corrected degrees of freedom. For planned contrasts and post hoc comparisons, we compared least squares means (Lenth, 2016) . To infer equivalence between two condition means, we performed two one-sided t tests (TOST; Lakens, 2017; Rogers, Howard, & Vessey, 1993; Wellek, 2002) . In the TOST procedure the analyst defines a region of equivalence around the null value. She compares the mean difference to the upper and lower bound of this region of equivalence using one-sided tests or a 90% confidence interval. The means are deemed equivalent if the difference between them is significantly larger than the lower bound and significantly smaller than the upper bound. For reasons of brevity only the result of the test that yields the larger p value is reported. Thus, in case of a significant TOST the analyst rejects the hypothesis that an effect is of a given size or larger. We adopted symmetric equivalence regions in units of standardized mean differences for within-participant comparisons of ⌬ Ϯ 0.3d r to reject small effects (Lakens, 2017) . The ␣-level for all frequentist analyses was .05; p values were corrected for multiple comparisons where applicable.
For Bayesian ANOVAs we used default multivariate Cauchy priors with a scaling parameter of r ϭ 0.5 on the fixed effects (Rouder, Morey, Speckman, & Province, 2012) ; for Bayesian t tests we used a default Cauchy prior with a scaling parameter of r ϭ ͙2⁄2 on the effect size d z (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009 ). All Bayes factors were estimated to a precision of Ϯ5%. Bayes factors quantify the evidence for an effect relative to the null hypothesis of no effect in the data at hand (e.g., Wagenmakers, Lodewyckx, Kuriyal, & Grasman, 2010) . We use BF 10 to denote evidence for an effect relative to the null hypothesis of no effect and BF 01 to denote evidence for the null hypothesis of no effect relative to an effect. For example, BF 10 Ͼ 1 is evidence for the presence of an effect, whereas BF 01 Ͼ 1 is evidence for the absence of an effect. Bayes factors are readily interpretable as a graded measure of evidence. We will, however, follow the suggestion by Kass and Raftery (1995) to consider 1/3 Ͻ BF Ͻ 3 "not worth more than a bare mention" (p. 777). We do not report our prior beliefs in the hypotheses described here (prior odds; for discussion see Rouder et al., 2012) . The interested reader may form their own prior beliefs and use the reported Bayes factors to determine their posterior belief in the hypotheses.
Results
In the following, we focus on the results for US expectancy and CS pleasantness ratings. See Appendix B for analyses of participants' CS-US pairing memory.
US expectancy. We analyzed expectancies of the correct US using a 2 (US valence order: USϩ USϪ vs. USϪ USϩ) ϫ 2 (Context: First vs. Second) ϫ 3 (Pairings: 3 vs. 6. vs. 9) repeatedmeasures ANOVA. To facilitate the comparisons between predicted and observed US expectancy as well as between US expectancy and CS pleasantness, Figure 1B depicts a difference score between expectancies of positive and negative US.
As expected, participants quickly learned the CS-US contingencies. 
Discussion
The results of our counterconditioning experiment confirm the predictions derived from the temporal integration hypothesis and our simulation. First, we found the predicted expectancy-liking dissociation: Participants reported marked US expectancies throughout and, critically, at the end of the learning procedurethey expected CSs to appear with the most recently paired USs. In contrast, when participants provided CS pleasantness judgments immediately after the completion of the learning procedure and without reference to learning contexts, we found no EC effect. Second, participants made the predicted contextualized CS pleasantness judgments: We observed an EC effect for the initial acquisition context and a reversed EC effect for the counterconditioning context. These momentary CS pleasantness judgments reflected the changes in CS-US contingencies and corresponded to the intermittent US expectancy ratings. Hence, eliciting nondefault momentary evaluative judgments eliminated the expectancy-liking dissociation.
The temporal integration hypothesis posits that repeated judgments affect the adopted judgment strategy but do not affect evaluative learning. Research on contingency learning has shown that nondefault integrative contingency judgments can be elicited after completion of the learning procedure (Collins & Shanks, 2002; Matute et al., 2002) . Our findings extend these conclusions to CS pleasantness judgments. In this experiment, participants rated CS pleasantness only after completion of the learning procedure-they made no CS pleasantness judgments during the learning procedure. This approach is an improvement over previous studies in which CS pleasantness was assessed repeatedly during the learning procedure (e.g., Blechert, Michael, Williams, Purkis, & Wilhelm, 2008; Lipp et al., 2010; Lipp & Purkis, 2006) because it precludes that intermittent CS pleasantness judgments affected the evaluative learning process.
Although our findings corroborate the dissociability of US expectancy and CS liking, they raise questions about the common dual-process interpretation of the expectancy-liking dissociation. The finding that US expectancy extinguishes while EC is resistant to extinction is commonly interpreted as evidence for a second associative learning process. In contrast, MINERVA 2 instantiates a candidate process-model of the single-process learning account (Mitchell et al., 2009) . Drawing on the additional assumptions proposed by the temporal integration hypothesis (Lipp et al., 2010) , the simulation illustrates that MINERVA 2 can predict the observed expectancy-liking dissociation in counterconditioning. Hence, absence of EC effects despite US expectancy can be explained by a single learning process.
Taken together, our findings support the assumptions of the temporal integration hypothesis that EC yields a single representation of CS-US pairings that informs both US expectancy and CS liking, and that their dissociation is caused by different default judgment strategies.
Experiment 2
The expectancy-liking dissociation reported in extinction procedures (Hermans et al., 2002 ; e.g., Lipp & Purkis, 2006) is the reverse of the dissociative pattern in the counterconditioning procedure: At the end of the learning procedure, participants no longer express US expectancies, but still exhibit an EC effect. As in Experiment 1, our reasoning was that inducing nondefault momentary judgments of CS pleasantness, by referring to and reinstating the learning contexts, would reveal extinction of EC effects.
We again began by simulating a simplified acquisition and an extinction procedure using MINERVA 2. The simulation method and assumptions were the same as for Experiment 1. In the extinction procedure, we paired CSs with USs in the first but presented them alone in the second context (Table 1) . Conversely, in the acquisition procedure, we presented CSs alone in the first, and subsequently paired them with USs in the second context (see De Houwer, Baeyens, Vansteenwegen, & Eelen, 2000 for a similar approach). The CS-alone trials in the first context served to equate the number of CS-US pairings and valenced stimuli in the two contexts and, thus, to avoid attentional disengagement or mood effects.
The simulation predicted a pattern of results in line with the temporal integration hypothesis (Figure 2A ): During the learning procedure, the valence of the retrieved memory contents closely followed the CS-US contingencies. In the acquisition procedure, the recalled memory contents remained neutral during the initial CS-alone trials but quickly acquired the USs' valence during the subsequent CS-US pairing trials. Conversely, in the extinction procedure, the recalled memory contents acquired the USs' valence during CS-US pairing trials but quickly returned to a neutral baseline as a result of the combined context change and CS-alone trials. Thus, for the last trial of the acquisition procedure the simulation predicted expectations of the USs that had last been paired with CSs; in the last trial of the extinction procedure the simulation predicted the absence of a US expectancies. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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The same pattern was predicted for end-of-study pleasantness judgments when the learning contexts were reinstated. For example, when a CS in the extinction procedure was presented in the first context-the context in which it was paired with a positive US-the valence of the retrieved memory contents was positive. However, when the same CS was presented in the second context-the context of CS-alone trials-the valence of the retrieved memory contents was neutral. In the new context-when no learning context was reinstated-the valence of the retrieved memory contents was comparable for CSs in the acquisition and extinction procedure. Furthermore, in both procedures the valence of the retrieved memory contents in the new context was comparable to that for the CS-US pairing context. 4 Hence, the simulation predicted comparable EC effects for default integrative end-of-study pleasantness ratings in the acquisition and extinction procedures. It also predicted comparable EC effects for momentary end-of-study pleasantness ratings in the CS-US pairing context and integrative ratings in the new context. Note that these predictions pertain to the current experimental design. As illustrated by the faint symbols in Figure 2A , the predictions differ for a design without a concurrent acquisition procedure or neutral CS-US pairs. We will return to this point in the General Discussion.
In sum, the simulation predicted momentary judgments in intermittent US expectancy ratings; the momentary or integrative nature of judgments in end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings depended on the choice of context cues. Thus, our single-process memory model simulation predicted the well known expectancy-4 Subsequent exploration identified two procedural factors that, in conjunction with the similarity-based retrieval mechanism of MINERVA 2, contribute to this prediction: (a) In the CS-US pairing context, the valence of the retrieved memory contents decreases as the number of neutral stimulus presentations in that context increases. This is because the retrieval cue for the CS-US pairing trials encompasses context features and, thus, to some degree activates all memory trace from that context (interference). (b) Conversely in the new context, the valence of the retrieved memory contents increases relative to the CS-US pairing context because the interference from neutral stimulus presentations is decreased. The attenuated interference is a consequence of the unique features of the new context, the nonlinear relationship between probe-trace similarity and trace activation, as well as the normalization of the echo contents. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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AUST, HAAF, AND STAHL liking dissociation in extinction: No US expectancy in the last trial of the learning procedure but an EC effect in end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings without reference to the learning contexts. It furthermore predicted that extinction of EC could nonetheless be demonstrated in momentary end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings by referencing and reinstating the context of CS-alone trials. Hence, no expectancy-liking dissociation is expected when comparing momentary US expectancy to momentary CS pleasantness ratings. These predictions are in line with the explanation of the expectancy-liking dissociation proposed by the temporal integration hypothesis. Based on the methodology of Experiment 1, we designed an experiment to test these predictions. We showed participants a stream of pictures in which CSs were either presented alone and subsequently paired with valent USs (acquisition procedure) or, conversely, paired with USs and subsequently presented alone (extinction procedure; see Table 1 ). We expected (a) to observe the predicted expectancy-liking dissociation between intermittent US expectancy ratings in the last trial of the learning procedure and end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings without reference to the learning contexts, but (b) to eliminate the expectancy-liking dissociation by demonstrating extinction of EC in momentary endof-study CS pleasantness ratings when learning contexts are referenced and reinstated.
Method
The experimental method, data analysis plan, and the following hypotheses were preregistered (https://osf.io/vnmby/registrations/): In the extinction procedure, we predicted (hypothesis 1) the expectancy for the US that had been paired with a given CS to extinguish toward the last trial, whereas we predicted (hypothesis 2) an EC effect in end-of-study CSs pleasantness ratings in the new context (i.e., resistance to extinction in integrative CS pleasantness judgments). Furthermore, we predicted a reduced EC effect for endof-study CS pleasantness ratings in the context of CS-alone trials, compared with (hypothesis 3) the new context and (hypothesis 4) the context of CS-US pairing trials. Additionally, we wanted to test whether (hypothesis 5) EC effects in the new context were comparable to those for the CS-US pairing context. The last hypothesis was introduced to investigate the metaanalytical finding that the extinction of EC in default integrative end-of-study judgments exists but is small (Hofmann et al., 2010) . Experimental design, materials, and procedure followed those of Experiment 1 except for the following changes.
Participants. To maximize the efficiency and informativeness of our study, we performed a sequential Bayesian analysis while the data were being collected (Rouder, 2014) . Thus, the number of participants was not fixed a priori. We set a minimum sample size of n ϭ 20 (Schönbrodt, Wagenmakers, Zehetleitner, & Perugini, 2015) and planned to collect data until they provided strong evidence (BF 10 Ͼ 10 or BF 01 Ͼ 10) for or against our five hypotheses of primary interest or until we ran out of money (800€). We calculate Bayes factors at the end of each day of data collection.
We recruited 55 new participants. As preregistered we excluded one participant who performed the category recognition task at chance level, that is, they responded correctly to 25% or less of all category recognition questions. We assumed that at-chance category recognition is indicative of inattention because we instructed participants specifically to attend to pairings and detect regularities. We excluded one additional participant with a severe vision impairment, who was allowed to participate to obtain course credit. Thus, we stopped collecting data after 53 valid participants. At this point the data provided strong evidence for hypotheses 1-4. We deviated from our preregistered sampling plan and stopped data collection before the data provided an informative test of hypothesis 5 because it was not relevant to our theoretical predictions. The results of our Bayesian analysis are not affected by the premature termination of the data collection (Rouder, 2014) . Participants' mean age was 22.24 years (SD ϭ 3.34), 39 were female, 8 studied psychology or media psychology, all participants declared intact color vision, and 19 reported to have prior knowledge about the CS pictures.
Materials. We adapted the 3-AFC US category recognition response format to the extinction procedure: Because the procedure included CS-alone trials, we added an additional "nothing" response option by which participants could indicate that a CS had not been paired with a US.
Procedure and design. For each participant we randomly assigned a positive, neutral, or negative US to each CS; the CS-US pair was then randomly assigned to the acquisition or extinction procedure. CSs in the acquisition procedure were presented alone in the first context and paired with USs in the second context. Conversely, in the extinction procedure, CSs were paired with USs in the first context and presented alone in the second context.
Instructions and assessment of our dependent measures were the same as in Experiment 1. However, we did not assess US identity recognition if CSs had been presented alone in a given context. Because each CS was paired with a US in only one of the two contexts, participants provided 18 US identity recognition responses, yielding 3 per experimental condition.
On average, participants took 51.15 min (SD ϭ 7.04) to complete the study.
Results
Preregistered analyses (labeled confirmatory) will be followed by additional (exploratory) analyses. See Appendix B for analyses of participants' CS-US pairing memory.
US expectancy. Confirmatory analyses. We analyzed expectancies of the correct US using a 3 (Valence: Positive vs. Neutral vs. Negative) ϫ 2 (Learning procedure: Acquisition vs. Extinction) ϫ 2 (Context: First vs. Second) ϫ 3 (Pairings: 3 vs. 6. vs. 9) repeated-measures ANOVA. As in Experiment 1, participants quickly learned the CS-US contingencies ( Figure 2B ). As predicted, we found strong evidence that changes in expectancy of the correct US category across referenced contexts differed between acquisition and extinction procedures, BF 10 ϭ 2.85 ϫ 10 182 . We observed this pattern irrespective of the valence of the US, BF 01 ϭ 23.05. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
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had a residual expectancy for the correct US category at the end of the extinction procedure, M ϭ 0.06 95% HDI [0.00, 0.12], BF 01 ϭ 1.14, one-tailed. In sum, following CS-US pairings participants expected the correct US but US expectancy declined rapidly when CSs were subsequently presented alone. Additionally, learning of CS-US contingencies proceeded faster in the second than the first context (BF 10 ϭ 27.50), regardless of US category valence (BF 01 ϭ 50.74), perhaps because of familiarization with the learning procedure. We found no noteworthy evidence for any other effects of our experimental manipulations, all BF 01 Ն 1.87.
Exploratory analyses. Although participants may have retained some expectancy of the correct US at the end of the extinction procedure, this expectancy was markedly higher in the acquisition than in the extinction procedure, M ϭ 0.71 95% HDI [0.61, 0.82], BF 10 ϭ 1.06 ϫ 10 16 (one-tailed). CS pleasantness. Confirmatory analyses. As a measure of the EC effect, we calculated difference scores between mean evaluative ratings of CSs that were paired with positive and negative USs ( x EC ϭ x USϩ Ϫ x USϪ ) for every participant in every cell of the experimental design. We analyzed EC effects using a 2 (Learning procedure: Acquisition vs. Extinction) ϫ 3 (Referenced context: First vs. Second vs. None) repeated-measures ANOVA. As predicted, referring to and reinstating learning contexts affected the EC effect differently depending on the learning procedure, BF 10 ϭ 360.74 ( Figure 2B ). Planned contrasts indicated that when participants rated CS pleasantness in the new context, we found strong evidence for an EC effect in the extinction procedure, M ϭ 2.42 95% HDI [1.38, 3.50], BF 10 ϭ 1.79 ϫ 10 3 (one-tailed). Moreover, we found evidence that this EC effect was comparable with the EC effect in the acquisition procedure, M ϭ 0.32 95% HDI [0.00, 1.14], BF 01 ϭ 12.30 (one-tailed). When we compared EC effects for the first and second context, we observed both the predicted increase in the acquisition, BF 10 ϭ 1.79 ϫ 10 5 (one-tailed), as well as the predicted decrease in the extinction procedure, BF 10 ϭ 6.77 ϫ 10 3 (one-tailed). Critically, in the extinction procedure, the EC effect was reduced when participants rated CSs for the context of CSalone trials compared with the new context, BF 10 ϭ 74.23 (onetailed). We found only relatively weak evidence indicating that our learning procedure may not have extinguished the EC effect completely, M ϭ 1.17 95% HDI [0.19, 2.09], BF 10 ϭ 4.60. The comparison between the EC effects for the context of CS-US pairing trials and the new context was inconclusive, BF 01 ϭ 2.03. Similarly, in the acquisition procedure, the EC effect was reduced when participants rated CSs for the context of CS-alone trials compared with the new context, BF 10 ϭ 576.00 (one-tailed). The comparison between the EC effect for the context of CS-US pairing trials and the new context was again inconclusive, BF 01 ϭ 1.87. In sum, we found that the EC effect appeared to be resistant to extinction when participants rated CS pleasantness in a new context after completion of the learning procedure; but we found a reduced EC effect when we referenced and reinstated the context in which CS had been presented alone.
Exploratory analyses. We additionally compared the EC effects between learning procedures for each of the contexts. In the first context, participants exhibited a larger EC effect in the extinction than in the acquisition procedure, M ϭ 2.77 95% HDI [1.26, 4.29] , BF 10 ϭ 122.86 (one-sided). In the second context, the comparison was inconclusive, M ϭ 1.14 95% HDI [0.01, 2.37], BF 01 ϭ 1.34 (one-sided). We found evidence indicating that participants' prior knowledge about CSs did not affect our findings, BF 01 ϭ 8.27.
Discussion
Our results again confirm the predictions derived from the temporal integration hypothesis and our simulation. First, we replicated the expectancy-liking dissociation: In the last trial of the learning procedure, participants reported markedly higher US expectancies in the acquisition than in the extinction procedure. In contrast, when participants provided CS pleasantness judgments in a new context after the completion of the learning procedure (i.e., when learning contexts were not referenced), the EC effects did not differ between the acquisition and extinction procedure. Second, when we referenced and reinstated learning contexts participants again made contextualized CS pleasantness judgments: We observed extinction of the EC effect when participants evaluated CSs in the context of the CS-alone trials. These momentary CS pleasantness ratings, again, reflected the changes in CS-US contingencies and corresponded to the intermittent US expectancy ratings. Thus, as predicted, we elicited momentary CS pleasantness ratings and thereby eliminated the expectancy-liking dissociation. As in Experiment 1, this effect was obtained in the absence of potentially problematic intermittent CS pleasantness ratings. Jointly, our simulation and experimental findings provide further evidence that expectancy-liking dissociations can be explained as the result of different judgment strategies.
In Experiment 1 and 2, we assessed CS pleasantness repeatedly in different learning contexts. The repeated assessment may have introduced demand effects: Based on conversational norms, participants may have assumed that repeated ratings under varying conditions are expected to yield different responses. This also applies to intermittent US expectancy ratings. Moreover, these intermittent US expectancy ratings created a focus on CS-US pairings and US prediction. Although foci on pairings (Fiedler & Unkelbach, 2011; Förderer & Unkelbach, 2012; Hu, Gawronski, & Balas, 2017; e.g., Vansteenwegen et al., 2006; ) and on US prediction (Kattner, 2014; e.g., Kattner & Green, 2015; Zanon et al., 2012) are prevalent in EC research, it may limit the generalizability of our findings, and could be argued to impede automatic associative processes (Olson & Fazio, 2001) . We addressed these limitations in Experiment 3.
Experiment 3
Our previous experiments indicate that the expectancy-liking dissociations in counterconditioning and extinction procedures are caused by different default judgment strategies and can be eliminated by inducing nondefault momentary CS pleasantness judgments. A comprehensive test of the temporal integration hypothesis, however, requires a concurrent manipulation of default judgment strategies for both US expectancy and CS pleasantness. The hypothesis predicts that, when judgment strategies are equated, US expectancy and CS pleasantness ratings should exhibit the same pattern of results. As a corollary, in an extinction procedure a comparison of nondefault integrative US expectancy This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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and momentary CS pleasantness judgments should reveal a reversed expectancy-liking dissociation-extinction of EC effects despite continued US expectancy. Experiment 3 was a final test of the temporal integration hypothesis in which we concurrently manipulated the judgment strategies for US expectancy and CS pleasantness ratings. As for CS pleasantness ratings, we assessed US expectancies only after completion of the learning procedure in a momentary fashion separately for each learning context, as well as in an integrative fashion in a new context. For this procedure, MIN-ERVA 2's predictions match those of Experiment 2. Hence, we expected to observe (a) identical patterns for end-of-study US expectancy and CS pleasantness ratings and (b) a reversed expectancy-liking dissociation (Figure 2A ).
Method
The experimental method, data analysis plan, and the following hypotheses were preregistered (https://osf.io/vnmby/registrations/): In the extinction procedure, we predicted (hypothesis 1) persistent US expectancy in end-of-study judgments that referred to both learning contexts (i.e., resistance to extinction in integrative US expectancy judgments). Moreover, we predicted lower US expectancy ratings for the context of CS-alone trials when compared with (hypothesis 2) the context of CS-US pairing trials as well as (hypothesis 3) to both learning contexts. For CS pleasantness ratings, we predicted the same pattern: Despite the extinction procedure, we expected to observe (hypothesis 4) an EC effect in end-of-study judgments in the new context. Moreover, we expected (hypothesis 5) a reduced EC effect for end-of-study CS pleasantness ratings for the context of CS-alone trials compared with the new context and (hypothesis 6) the context of CS-US pairing trials.
Experimental design, materials, and procedure followed those of Experiment 2 except for the following changes.
Participants. As in Experiment 2, we performed a sequential Bayesian analysis with minimum sample size of n ϭ 20 per between subject condition (N ϭ 120). We set out to collect data until they provided strong evidence for or against our six hypotheses of primary interest or until we ran out of money (1920€).
We recruited 273 new participants. As preregistered, we excluded 17 participants who performed the category recognition task at chance level, 57 participants who performed poorly at the identification task during the learning procedure (below Q 1 Ϫ1.5 ϫ IQR, i.e., at least one incorrect response; see Procedure), and one participant who aborted the experiment. Thus, we stopped collecting data after 202 valid participants. At this point the data provided strong evidence for hypotheses 1, 2, and 5. Participants' mean age was 23.61 years (SD ϭ 6.41), 146 were female, and 32 studied psychology or media psychology. Seven participants reported vision impairments: five were red-green color blind, one had astigmatism, and another had a blind eye; 74 participants reported to have prior knowledge about the CS pictures.
Material. In contrast to Experiment 2, we did not collect intermittent US expectancy ratings. Instead, we asked participants to categorize USs ("What do you see right now?") in a 4-AFC task as photographs of either humans, animals, or objects or to indicate that no US was presented. The categorization task served to engage participants during the learning procedure in a manner comparable with our previous experiments. Analogous to CS pleasantness ratings, participants judged US expectancy for each CS after completion of the learning procedure for different contexts. We instructed participants that they would repeat a few trials from the learning procedure. We presented only the CSs and asked "With what probability would you expect a photograph of a human [animal/object] with this creature?" Previous studies have similarly assessed expectancy retrospectively by asking participants to graph the evolution of their US expectancy during the learning procedure (e.g., Raes, De Houwer, Verschuere, & De Raedt, 2011; Vansteenwegen et al., 2005; Vervliet et al., 2005) . To elicit momentary judgments, we noted that these trials were drawn from the first (second) half of the experiment. To elicit integrative judgments, we instructed participants that the trials were "selected randomly from the first and second half of the experiment" with equal probability. We noted that CSs would be shown in the center on neutral background to obscure which half of the experiment the trials were drawn from.
Procedure and design. In each of the six subblocks of the learning procedure, we collected US categorization responses for one CS from every US valence (including neutral CS-US pairs) following the third presentation of the CS-US pair. We removed the CS, but the US-if a US had been presented-remained on screen until participants responded. We made this task deliberately easy to avoid drawing too much attention to USs and away from CSs during the learning procedure.
After completion of the learning procedure, participants rated US expectancy and CS pleasantness for each CS. In contrast to Experiment 2, the context for CS pleasantness and US expectancy ratings was manipulated between participants, that is, participants rated each CS only for one context. We, thus, collected 3 US expectancy and CS pleasantness ratings per experimental condition and 18 per participant. Additionally, we manipulated the order of US expectancy or CS pleasantness ratings to control for possible order effects (Heycke et al., 2017) .
On average, participants took 49.62 min (SD ϭ 12.71) to complete the study.
Results
Preregistered analyses (labeled confirmatory) will be presented first, followed by additional (exploratory) analyses. In addition to the analyses presented here, we repeated all analyses with a modified set of exclusion criteria: We included participants who made no more than one incorrect response in the intermittent US identification task-some participants reported accidentally clicking the wrong button-but excluded three participants who invariably used the scale midpoint in CS pleasantness ratings (see online supplemental material). By and large, we found the same results; we indicate noteworthy changes in the exploratory analyses sections. See Appendix B for analyses of participants' CS-US pairing memory.
US expectancy. Confirmatory analyses. We analyzed expectancies of the correct US using a 3 (Valence: Positive vs. Neutral vs. Negative) ϫ 2 (Learning procedure: Acquisition vs. Extinction) ϫ 3 (Referenced context: First vs. Second vs. Both) ϫ 2 (DV order: CS pleasantness first vs. US expectancy first) ANOVA with repeated measurements on the first two factors. As predicted, we found strong This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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evidence that the changes in US expectancy across contexts differed between acquisition and extinction procedures, BF 10 ϭ 1.03 ϫ 10 33 (Figure 3 ). We observed this pattern irrespective of US valence (BF 01 ϭ 66.72) and of whether US expectancy was assessed before or after CS pleasantness, BF 01 ϭ 8.50. We therefore analyzed all data and averaged across US valences.
As predicted, planned contrasts indicated that expectancy for the correct US category increased from the first to the second learning context in the acquisition procedure (BF 10 ϭ 11.19, one-tailed) but decreased in the extinction procedure, BF 10 ϭ 6.12 ϫ 10 4 (onetailed). When we referenced both learning contexts, we found strong evidence that participants expected the correct USs despite the previous extinction procedure, M ϭ 0.37 95% HDI [0.26, 0.48], BF 10 ϭ 1.18 ϫ 10 7 , one-tailed. The comparisons of US expectancy for both contexts versus the second context was inconclusive in both acquisition (BF 10 ϭ 1.38, one-tailed) and extinction procedures, BF 10 ϭ 1.92 (one-tailed). There was no noteworthy evidence to suggest that there was any other effect of our manipulations, BF 01 Ն 1.54. In sum, participants' end-of-study US expectancies corresponded to CS-US contingencies when we referenced and reinstated the learning contexts.
Exploratory analyses. Because we found no conclusive evidence for or against integrative judgments in the preregistered between-participants comparisons of ratings for the second and the new context, we additionally compared the differences between the acquisition and extinction procedures for all referenced contexts. For the first learning context, participants expressed higher expectancy for the correct US in the extinction than in the acquisition procedure, M ϭ 0.37 95% HDI [0.25, 0.48] , BF 10 ϭ 2.97 ϫ 10 6 (one-sided). This pattern was reversed in the second context: Participants expressed higher expectancy for the correct US in the acquisition than in the extinction procedure, M ϭ 0.24 95% HDI [0.14, 0.33], BF 10 ϭ 9.85 ϫ 10 3 (one-sided). Critically, when we referenced both learning contexts we found some evidence that expectancy for the correct US did not differ between acquisition and extinction procedures, M ϭ 0.03 95% HDI [0.00, 0.07], BF 01 ϭ 5.55 (one-sided). These additional analyses indicate that, like the EC effect, US expectancy appeared to be resistant to extinction when we referenced both learning contexts. Hence, we conclude that we successfully elicited integrative US expectancy judgments.
Compared with the intermittent ratings in Experiments 1 and 2, participants reported expecting USs in the context of CS-alone trials and overall their expectancies were less pronounced. Further analyses suggested that this reflects memory confusions of the learning contexts.
CS pleasantness. Confirmatory analyses. We analyzed EC effects using a 2 (Learning procedure: Acquisition vs. Extinction) ϫ 3 (Referenced context: First vs. Second vs. None) ϫ 2 (DV order: CS pleasantness first vs. US expectancy first) ANOVA with repeated measurements on the first factor. As predicted, referring to and reinstating learning contexts affected the EC effect differently depending on the learning procedure, BF 10 ϭ 1.45 ϫ 10 3 ( Figure  3 ). This finding was not affected by the order of DVs (BF 01 ϭ 5.30) and, thus, we analyzed all data. End-of-study CS pleasant- This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. We found no noteworthy evidence for any other effects of our manipulations, BF 10 Յ 2.82. In sum, we found some indication that EC effects were comparable in the acquisition and extinction procedures when participants rated CS pleasantness in the new context after completion of the learning procedure. We also observed the predicted extinction of EC in nondefault momentary CS pleasantness judgments: The EC effect was larger for the context of CS-US pairing trials than for the context of CS-alone trials. Exploratory analyses. Additionally, in the first learning context participants exhibited a larger EC effect in the extinction than in the acquisition procedure, M ϭ 2.24 95% HDI [0.80, 3 .70], BF 10 ϭ 22.69 (one-sided). This pattern reversed in the second context: Participants exhibited a larger EC effect in the acquisition than in the extinction procedure, M ϭ 2.30 95% HDI [0.82, 3.68] , BF 10 ϭ 28.47 (one-sided). The data were uninformative as to whether participants' prior knowledge about CSs affected these findings, BF 01 ϭ 1.85.
In the exploratory analysis using the modified set of exclusion criteria (n ϭ 229), we found stronger evidence in support of an EC effect in the new context in the extinction procedure, BF 10 ϭ 11.60 (one-tailed). In this larger sample we also found stronger evidence indicating that the magnitude of this EC effect was comparable in the extinction and the acquisition procedure, BF 01 ϭ 7.03 (onetailed).
Discussion
Experiment 3 replicated and extended our previous findings in the absence of both intermittent US expectancy ratings and repeated end-of-study assessment of US expectancy or CS pleasantness across different contexts. We successfully elicited momentary US expectancy judgments by referring to and reinstating the learning contexts that adequately reflected the CS-US contingency changes: In both learning procedures, participants' US expectancy was larger in the context of CS-US pairing trials than in the context of CS-alone trials. Following extinction learning, participants reported residual US expectancies in the context of CS-alone trials, but US expectancy was higher in the acquisition procedure. Critically, US expectancy in the acquisition and extinction procedures was comparable when we referenced both learning contexts, reflecting a nondefault integrative judgment strategy.
As predicted by the temporal integration hypothesis and our simulation, CS pleasantness ratings exhibited the same pattern of results: In both learning procedures, EC effects were larger in the context of CS-US pairing trials than in the context of CS-alone trials. Following extinction learning, participants' ratings exhibited a residual EC effect in the context of CS-alone trials, but the effect was markedly higher in the acquisition procedure. Again, when no learning context was referenced the EC effect was comparable between acquisition and extinction procedures, reflecting the default integrative judgment strategy.
In summary, the extinction procedure showed the well-known expectancy-liking dissociation between default momentary US expectancy ratings and integrative CS pleasantness ratings. Conversely, we found the reversed dissociation between nondefault integrative US expectancy and momentary CS pleasantness ratings. Thus, after equating judgment strategies, US expectancy and CS pleasantness exhibited the same pattern of results. We conclude that expectancy-liking dissociations can be accounted for by differences in default judgment strategies and do not necessitate two distinct learning systems.
General Discussion
To explain expectancy-liking dissociations in EC (e.g., Baeyens et al., 1988 Baeyens et al., , 2005 Hermans et al., 2002 ) with a single learning process, Lipp et al. (2010) proposed that US expectancy and CS pleasantness ratings afford different default judgment strategies: US expectancy ratings reflect momentary whereas CS pleasantness ratings reflect integrative summaries of the learning history. We tested this temporal integration hypothesis by manipulating participants' judgment strategies after completion of the learning procedure in a counterconditioning and two extinction experiments. Under default conditions (i.e., momentary US expectancy and integrative CS pleasantness judgments), we replicated two expectancy-liking dissociations: Counterconditioning produced no EC effects although Participants US expectancies reflected the contingencies in the second part of the learning phase; conversely, extinction produced EC effects in the absence of US expectancies. Our findings corroborate that these dissociations were caused by the difference in strategies. First, we eliminated these dissociations by equating the judgment strategies across measures: CS pleasantness ratings corresponded to the respective US expectancy ratings after we elicited (nondefault) momentary CS pleasantness judgments (i.e., by referring to and reinstating the context of the initial or opposed CS-US pairings in the counterconditioning procedure in Experiment 1, or the context in which CSs had been presented alone as in the extinction procedures of Experiments 2 and 3). Furthermore, we reversed the expectancy-liking dissociation in the extinction paradigm by contrasting (nondefault) integrative US expectancy with (nondefault) momentary CS pleasantness judgments. Results showed extinction of EC but resistance to extinction of US expectancy. Our findings demonstrate that the expectancy-liking dissociations reported in the literature can be produced as the result of different judgment strategies afforded by the dependent measures. Hence, contrary to previous interpretaThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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tions, expectancy-liking dissociations do not necessitate a second learning process; they can be parsimoniously explained by a single learning process. Amending and extending Lipp et al. (2010) 's temporalintegration hypothesis, we illustrate how the learning history can be conserved and utilized to perform judgment tasks: Based on previous theorizing (Mitchell et al., 2009) , we instantiated learning and retrieval processes by the unitary episodic memory model MINERVA 2 (Hintzman, 1984 (Hintzman, , 1986 (Hintzman, , 1988 , which enabled us to make specific predictions for both US expectancy and CS evaluations that were subsequently corroborated by our experiments. Hofmann et al. (2010) found partial extinction of EC in studies that assessed the EC effect both after the acquisition and again after the extinction phase. At first glance, this finding may seem to contradict the results of our simulation (Figure 2A ), which predicted comparable CS pleasantness ratings for intermittent ratings at the end of the acquisition procedure, integrative end-of-study ratings, as well as momentary ratings in the CS-US pairing context. However, this discrepancy is attributable to procedural factors: For learning procedures that elicit momentary CS evaluations via repeated ratings, MINERVA 2 predicts partial extinction. In such cases, postextinction ratings should more strongly reflect recent CS-alone trials. Moreover, the model predictions also depend on other aspects of the experimental designs, such as the presentation of neutral stimuli (e.g., CS-alone trials or neutral CS-US pairs) during the initial acquisition phase in the present studies. This is because the common context causes activation of neutral stimuli, which in turn attenuate CS pleasantness ratings. As illustrated by the faint symbols in Figure 2A , MINERVA 2 predicts the partial extinction effect for designs without neutral stimuli during the initial acquisition phase.
Additional Findings and Limitations
In the present studies, we manipulated learning contexts overtly. However, we believe that our findings also pertain to evaluative learning without context manipulations. Lipp and Purkis (2006) found that using paper and pencil rather than a computer for end-of-study valence assessment is sufficient to elicit integrative CS pleasantness judgments without any explicit context manipulation. Similar renewal effects have been found in social impression formation (AAB renewal; Gawronski, Rydell, Vervliet, & De Houwer, 2010, Experiment 4) . Hence, the standard end-of-study evaluation assessment may act as context change, affect judgment strategies, and produce renewal effects. Moreover, we assume that in the absence of explicitly induced context changes, participants spontaneously generate and use temporal contexts to structure the incoming information and that these contexts can affect behavior (Matute et al., 2011; Zacks et al., 2007) . Because of the use of external contexts, contextualization in our study may have been more pronounced but-we assume-not qualitatively different from previous studies. We plan to test these assumptions in future research.
Yet another type of context has been employed in studies on feature-positive learning in EC-another procedure that has produced an expectancy-liking dissociation (Baeyens, Crombez, De Houwer, & Eelen, 1996; Baeyens, Hendrickx, Crombez, & Hermans, 1998) . In this paradigm, a CS was paired with a negative US only in the presence of (or subsequent to) a feature stimulus; in its absence, the CS was presented alone. EC effects were obtained both when the CS was rated in the presence and absence of the feature stimulus-even when participants correctly reported the stimulus contingencies. For such a procedure, MINERVA 2 predicts a reduced, albeit nonzero, EC effect when the CS is rated in the absence compared with the presence of the feature stimulus. If the nonsignificant reduction, which has so far been obtained only with relatively small samples (Baeyens et al., 1996 (Baeyens et al., , 1998 , proves robust in high-powered studies, it is a finding that challenges our model and may necessitate further refinement.
Comparing our findings to those from studies on social impression formation also reveals a potentially interesting inconsistency (for a review see Gawronski et al., 2018) . In their counterconditioning-like paradigm, Gawronski et al. (2010) found that participants' evaluations in a new context reflected the valence of the initially presented information (ABC renewal), whereas the present studies instead found neutral evaluations. Interestingly, Gawronski et al. (2018) also failed to observe those renewal effects in preliminary EC studies (p. 43). Although social impression formation and EC procedures differ in many aspects, we speculate that attentional processes may explain the contradictory results. Our model assumed constant attention to context-we informed participants that the learning procedure consisted of two phases. If, instead, we assume that attention to context increases in the second context-as do Gawronski et al. (2018) -our model predicts ABC renewal. Conversely, when Gawronski et al. (2010) enhanced attention to the first context, ABC renewal was eliminated (Experiment 4). The effects of attention to, and encoding of, context features is closely linked to the above considerations about the different types of context manipulations and deserves further study.
Implications
The role of dependent measures. We demonstrate the expectancy-liking dissociation in extinction learning-as well as its reversal-while holding encoding constant and manipulating only the retrieval or judgment process. Somewhat relatedly, Gawronski et al. (2014) interpreted the metaanalytical finding of a small reduction of EC due to extinction (Hofmann et al., 2010) as an artifact of judgment-related nuisance processes. They argued that extinction procedures do not affect the underlying evaluative representations. Our results corroborate the importance of judgment processes in evaluative responses, but they also highlight that similar judgment processes affect expectancy judgments. With this in mind, the expectancy-liking dissociations and the resistance to extinction of EC can similarly be construed as an artifact of judgment-related processes. Resistance to extinction appears to reflect different judgment strategies rather than characteristics of separable learning systems.
More generally, our findings illustrate that conclusions about latent processes require a good understanding, and careful experimental treatment, of the dependent measures. Dissociations taken to imply the operation of different learning processes may alternatively be explained by differences in retrieval or performance processes that bear on the assessed variable. Without a good understanding of the dependent measures (i.e., without an established measurement theory), contrasting these measures runs the risk of comparing apples and oranges. Instead, stronger and more This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
432 direct tests of dual-process claims can be achieved if the outcomes of experimental manipulations that selectively target the two postulated processes are assessed and compared on a single dependent variable. Explicit versus implicit measures. Another dissociation often discussed in the EC literature is the one between direct measures, such as ratings, and indirect measures, such as evaluative priming. In research on extinction, these dissociations have often been interpreted as evidence for dual-processes theories (e.g., Gawronski et al., 2014; Kattner & Green, 2015) . This interpretation rests on the assumption that ratings primarily reflect explicit learning and priming measures reflect implicit learning. Challenging this assumption, EC studies have routinely used direct measures to assess implicit learning (Hütter, Sweldens, Stahl, Unkelbach, & Klauer, 2012; e.g., Olson & Fazio, 2001) , and effects supporting explicit learning have been obtained on indirect measures (e.g., EC requires awareness; Pleyers, Corneille, Luminet, & Yzerbyt, 2007; Stahl, Unkelbach, & Corneille, 2009) . A recent review of implicit-explicit dissociations in attitude learning concludes that there is little evidence for the assumption of a link between learning mode and expression mode (Corneille & Stahl, 2018) . Taken together, these findings illustrate that dissociations between direct and indirect measures are often absent; and where obtained, they would merely be consistent with dual-process assumptions but fail to corroborate them. Gawronski et al. (2014) reported that extinction reduced EC effects on the direct evaluative ratings but did not affect the indirect evaluative priming measure. According to the temporal integration hypothesis, the extinction of EC on the direct measure reflects its context-sensitivity: When repeatedly asked to evaluate the CSs following acquisition and again after extinction, this repetition induces a momentary judgment strategy-participants' latter ratings reflected primarily the information encoded during the extinction phase. Assuming that the resistance to extinction inferred from evaluative priming is not merely an artifact of the measure's inferior reliability and sensitivity, a possible explanation is that judgment strategies can be adapted more readily for explicit ratings than in evaluative priming. In contrast to direct expressions of attitudes, context-sensitive responses require considerable effort in evaluative priming measures (on top of task-specific knowledge and strategies; Klauer & Teige-Mocigemba, 2007; TeigeMocigemba & Klauer, 2008) . Thus, a more targeted manipulation may be necessary to modify the default integrative judgment strategy in evaluative priming. The research reviewed by Gawronski et al. (2018) suggests momentary judgments can be elicited in indirect measures by introducing context manipulations similar to ours. To the degree that such context effects indeed affect indirect measures, our findings should generalize to these measures.
Our aim was not to conclusively rule out the existence of a second learning process. Specific conditions may, for example, allow for an additional implicit misattribution (IM) of unconditioned evaluative responses to the paired CSs (Olson & Fazio, 2001) . In contrast to our stimulus-stimulus (S-S) learning account, IM postulates stimulus-response (S-R) learning-links between CSs and evaluative responses. Other properties of CS-US pairings, such as context, should be inconsequential for IM; it therefore cannot readily explain the contextualized EC effects we observed. Our procedure realized some conditions that are taken to promote IM (a seemingly random stream of stimuli and incidental learning of US valence; Hütter & Sweldens, 2013; Jones et al., 2009 ), but it could be adapted to further bolster misattribution of evaluative responses. Specifically, incidental instructions, together with simultaneous onset of CS and US (Hütter & Sweldens, 2013 ) may reveal context-insensitive IM.
Memory models that account for learning phenomena. Traditionally, learning and memory have often been studied by separate research communities. However, as illustrated by Tolman's notion of memory as latent learning, it has been clear that these phenomena are overlapping as the effects studied in learning research must be mediated by (some form of) memory. The present study is one of several that sketch how to integrate learning phenomena into established memory theorizing. Here we recast EC-traditionally construed as a learning phenomenon-in terms of episodic memory theory. We view evaluative learning as encoding and retrieval of episodic knowledge that may later be used to construct adaptive judgments. Jamieson, Crump, and Hannah (2012) have proposed a related account of associative learning based on an adapted memory model called Minerva-AL. The crucial difference between MINERVA 2 and Minerva-AL resides in the encoding mechanism: Instead of passively encoding episodes, Minerva-AL assumes that CSs evoke predictions about USs and that only discrepancies between predictions and observed events-the prediction error-is stored in memory. Although Minerva-AL makes the same representational assumptions and posits the same retrieval mechanisms as MINERVA 2, the discrepancy-encoding mechanism results in a model that is closely related to classical learning models such as the Rescorla-Wagner model (Miller, Barnet, & Grahame, 1995; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Siegel & Allan, 1996) .
Minerva-AL was developed to account for phenomena in classical conditioning, which is believed to be a highly intentional learning procedure in which outcome expectations drive responses (Mitchell et al., 2009) . Such conditions may encourage and even require continuous predictions and error monitoring. In EC, however, incidental paradigms, which obfuscate CS-US contingencies, are of particular relevance to the single-versus dual-process debate (Corneille & Stahl, 2018; Olson & Fazio, 2001; Stahl & Heycke, 2016) . It is unclear whether and how participants generate and test predictions about CS-US associations in incidental paradigms; passive encoding of CS-US pairings, as assumed by MINERVA 2, may be a more appropriate assumption here. While MINERVA 2 predicted our findings despite the intentional learning instructions and intermittent US expectancy ratings, extending our approach to other paradigms and effects may necessitate modifications or additional assumptions. Comparing MINERVA 2 and Minerva-AL and exploring their limitations with respect to EC and classical conditioning is an interesting direction for future research.
It has long been known that MINERVA 2 requires additional assumptions to account for some of the critical empirical findings in recognition memory. For example, recall strategies have to be assumed to account for some findings in associative recognition (Clark & Gronlund, 1996) . Yet, MINERVA 2, and the class of global-matching models to which it belongs, have been influential. The fact that the model predicted the outcomes of our experiments is an encouraging first indication that MINERVA 2 and related memory models (Clark & Gronlund, 1996; Humphreys, Pike, Bain, & Tehan, 1989; Kelly, Mewhort, & West, 2017; Shiffrin & This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
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